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LUX, the world’s largest dual-phase xenon time-projection chamber,
with a fiducial target mass of 118 kg and 10,091 kg-days of exposure thus
far, is currently the most sensitive direct dark matter search experiment.
The initial null-result limit on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scat-
tering cross-section was released in October 2013, with a primary scin-
tillation threshold of 2 phe, roughly 3 keVnr for LUX. The detector has
been deployed at the Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF) in
Lead, South Dakota, and is the first experiment to achieve a limit on the
WIMP cross-section lower than 10−45 cm2. Here we present a more in-
depth discussion of the novel energy scale employed to better understand
the nuclear recoil light and charge yields, and of the calibration sources,
including the new internal tritium source. We found the LUX data to be
in conflict with low-mass WIMP signal interpretations of other results.
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1 Introduction
The body of indirect evidence for dark matter is extensive. It includes the best-fit
model for explaining the angular power spectrum of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground temperature anisotropy, gravitational lensing studies, large-scale structure
observations and simulations, and galactic rotation curves [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. All these
point to a significant non-baryonic, cold (heavy and non-relativistic) component of
matter in the Universe: ∼85% of the matter, or, ∼27% of the total mass-energy
content of the Universe. The WIMP (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle) is a fa-
vored candidate, with many theories (for example, supersymmetry and Kaluza-Klein)
providing natural candidate particles. Most direct dark matter searches are therefore
geared towards finding WIMPs, which are expected to produce low-energy nuclear re-
coils (NR) in a detector, while electron recoils (ER) constitute a primary background
to be reduced and identified [6, 7].
The noble element xenon has many favorable properties as a target for direct
WIMP detection experiments [8]. For such an element, deposited energy in the ma-
terial is expressed in three possible channels: excitation, ionization, and heat. The
most prominent channel for NR is heat, reducing the amount of energy in the first two
significantly, in contrast to ER. Ionization electrons can recombine, or escape. Ex-
citation and recombination together lead to the so-called primary scintillation signal
(S1), with S1 from each source indistinguishable. Escaping ionization electrons lead
to the secondary scintillation (S2) in the gas region of a two-phase detector. Lastly,
noble elements are transparent to their own scintillation light because it originates in
decaying molecules (excited dimers, i.e. excimers) rather than in atoms.
2 The LUX Detector
The LUX (Large Underground Xenon) collaboration is comprised of 18 institutions
from the US, UK, and Portugal. The detector, a full treatment of which is found in [9],
is a two-phase xenon time-projection chamber (TPC) with two photo-multiplier tube
(PMT) arrays, top and bottom. Each has 61 PMTs with quantum efficiency (QE),
i.e., probability for conversion of a photon into a photo-electron (phe), of ∼30–40%
(dependent on individual PMT, angle and position of incidence, and temperature) at
the ultraviolet xenon scintillation wavelength (∼175 nm) [10]. The time in between
the S1 and S2 signals (0–324 µs in LUX) provides the depth of an event, while
the S2 hit pattern of light in the top PMT array provides the radial position. The
ratio of S2 to S1, versus S1, is the basis of the NR versus ER discrimination of
backgrounds. Because liquid xenon is dense (∼3 g/cm3) and a high-Z material, it is
good at self-shielding of gamma and neutron backgrounds. This makes fiducialization
and multiple-scattering rejection useful and powerful techniques in LUX.
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To minimize the background cosmic ray flux, the detector is deployed at a depth
of 4300 mwe (4850 ft.) at SURF (Sanford Underground Research Facility), the for-
mer location of the Homestake gold mine, where the “solar neutrino problem” was
first discovered [11, 12, 13]. The TPC is housed within a low-background titanium
cryostat [14], inside of a water tank 6.1 m (height) by 7.6 m (diameter), which re-
duces the background. LUX contains 370 kg gross, but 250 kg in the active region,
defined as the electron drift region (cathode to gate grid) [9]. An inner 118 kg is
defined as the fiducial mass for analysis. The distance from the cathode close to the
bottom of the TPC to the gate near the top is 48 cm, and 47 cm is the approximate
diameter of the dodecagonal active region, within which a 181 V/cm electric field is
set up for the purpose of drifting the ionization electrons upwards to the S2 region
at top. The finite electron absorption length, caused by residual electronegative im-
purities, was 87–134 cm over the course of the run. Given the 1.51 mm/µs electron
drift speed, this corresponds to a range in electron “lifetime” of ∼500–900 µs. The
electron extraction field was 6.0 kV/cm in the gas (3.1 in the liquid), resulting in
65±4% extraction efficiency. An S2 analysis threshold of 200 phe was implemented,
driven by a conservative treatment of the position resolution of wall events, and the
radial fiducial cut, ensuring no edge events would be reconstructed within the fiducial
volume. Given the size of a single electron signal (25±7 phe) this corresponds to a
mean of 8 extracted electrons approximately.
3 Light Collection and Light Yield
The interior walls of the detector as well as the spaces between the PMTs are covered
with PTFE. Measurements of PTFE reflectivity in liquid xenon in the UV and best-
fit Geant4 [15] optical (photon propagation) Monte Carlo simulations of LUX agree
that it is >95% [16, 17]. We determined that the detection efficiency for an S1 photon
originating at the center of the detector is 14±1%, a number which combines both the
geometric light collection efficiency resulting from a finite photon absorption length
and poorly reflective stainless steel grid wires, plus the QEs of the PMTs. Photon
detection efficiency varies from 11–17% between the top and bottom of the TPC
respectively. Total internal reflection at the liquid/gas interface causes most S1 light
to be detected by the bottom PMT array. The position dependence of the S1 was
“corrected” by flat-fielding the detector response, using the center as the reference
point. The photon detection efficiency was cross-checked using multiple calibration
sources, as well as different methods, which were all in agreement: division of observed
yield by the expected yield from the Noble Element Simulation Technique model
(NEST, described in greater detail later in this section) [18], optimization of the
energy resolution for high-energy mono-energetic ER calibration peaks [19, 20], as
well as the prediction based on the reflectivities and photon absorption lengths. By
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comparing to NEST, we estimate the zero-field yield to be 8.8 phe/keV for a 122 keV
gamma. This value can be compared to XENON100, where the stated light yield of
2.28 phe/keV at 530 V/cm corresponds to approximately 3.9 phe/keV at null field
using their assumed multiplicative factor of 0.58 for the size of the S1 signal with
respect to 0 V/cm [21].
The traditional energy estimator in two-phase xenon experiments is based on
S1 and defined with reference to the 122 keV 57Co line [21, 22], but this gamma ray
does not penetrate large detectors effectively. Furthermore, given the well-understood
and energy-dependent partition of energy between the light and charge channels, an
estimator based on S1 and S2 improves resolution by mitigating recombination and
light collection fluctuations [19]. We opt for such a combined estimator, defined with
reference to initial quanta, where for a nuclear recoil the reconstructed energy in units
of keVnr is defined as [23]
E = L−1(Nγ +Ne−)W, W = 13.7 ± 0.2 eV. (1)
Energy is proportional to the average work function for production of either a
photon or an electron W , and is a linear combination of Nγ and Ne−, the numbers of
primary photons and electrons generated respectively, calculated as follows [24]:
Nγ = S1c/g1, Ne− = S2c/(g2), (2)
g1 = 0.14 phe/photon,  = 0.65, g2 = 24.55 phe/electron, (3)
where S1c is the S1 signal in phe, corrected to the detector center, S2c is the S2 signal
in phe corrected instead to the liquid surface,  is the electron extraction efficiency, g1
is the S1 photon detection efficiency, and g2 is the average single electron signal size.
The position corrections in three dimensions for both the S1 and S2 are accomplished
utilizing over one million 83mKr [25] events distributed uniformly throughout the
detector volume, and recorded periodically over the entire course of the run. In
order of increasing energy, the energy scale was calibrated using tritium, 83mKr, and
cosmogenically activated xenon lines at 164 and 236 keV. The factor L is the ratio
of energy channeled into ionization plus excitation to the total amount of energy
deposited, including heat. The assumption that L = 1 for ER forms the basis for
a good match to past data [26], while for NR an energy-dependent L describes the
reduction in light and charge yields with respect to ER due to the greater propensity
for it to generate further NR. The Hitachi-corrected Lindhard factor is assumed in
LUX (k parameter of 0.110 instead of 0.166 as in standard Lindhard theory for xenon).
It provides a good yet low-yield and conservative match to the LUX NR yields as
well as NR data from past experiments [24, 26].
The absolute scintillation and ionization yields for NR as a function of energy
and field are modeled using NEST [18], which is based on the canon of existing
experimental data [26], including the Ph.D. thesis data of Dahl, from five different
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fields (60, 522, 876, 1951, 4060 V/cm) [23]. From these data it was possible to extract
the energy-dependent light suppression factors for electric field. With a higher field,
recombination probability is decreasing. Thus, light yield decreases at the expense
of increased charge. We estimate that NR light production at the LUX field is ∼0.8
times its zero-field value (as defined by the Plante et al. data [27]). NEST is not only
low in S1 yield and thus conservative, but also predictive, matching the LUX data
a priori, treating only detector parameters as free, such as photon detection efficiency,
and not absolute yields. The charge yield assumed using NEST is also lower than
that assumed by any other experiment, even accounting for the lower LUX field [28].
4 Pulse Finding Efficiencies
Pulse finding and classification efficiency was studied in great detail using the AmBe
and 252Cf calibrations (effective at producing low-energy NR), tritiated (3H) methane
(a beta emitter used as the primary low-energy ER calibration), and full Monte Carlo
simulations formatted and processed in the same fashion as real data [29]. First, the
NEST AmBe light yield was assumed for a simplified 100%-efficiency simulation, in
order to derive the efficiency for detection of single-scatter NR events (WIMP-like) by
comparing the simulated spectrum to neutron calibration data. Excellent agreement
was observed compared to the efficiency for tritium, as well as compared to efficiency
observed in full simulations where it is already present because of S1 and S2 size and
pulse shape modeling [30]. These comparisons were performed versus S1 area and
not combined energy, lowering the 200 phe S2 threshold to 100 in order to compare
NR and ER, mitigating the effect of their different yields (Figure 1, left). Once
photons are created, the particle type which generated them is irrelevant. A hand
scan of events was performed which included verifying the asymptote to 100% relative
efficiency. The energy-independent component of efficiency for detection of 1 S1 and 1
S2 (WIMPs do not multiply scatter) was found to be 98%, and the expected number
of tritium events confirmed absolute efficiency was near 100%.
Efficiency can be broken down into S1 pulse identification and classification, S2,
and the efficiency for simultaneous identification in one event, and can be plotted
as a function of energy (Figure 1, right) or S1 size (not S2 size, because the S1
pulse finding efficiency for low-energy events dominates). The relevant analysis cuts
were a 2-fold PMT coincidence, a minimum S1c area of 2 phe, and a minimum S2
(raw, not position-corrected) area of 200 phe. The 2-fold coincidence requirement and
2 phe area threshold are not identical, due to position correction of the S1 signal to
the detector center and the typical single phe resolution of 30% for the LUX PMTs
(R8778) [10]. For events which meet the coincidence requirement, 2 phe must truly
have been present (digitally). However, the events passing that requirement but
failing to exceed the area threshold (analog) are conservatively cut. For the LUX S1
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Figure 1: Left: Comparison of LUX AmBe data (blue circles) with NEST simulation
(blue line), showing excellent agreement above the 2 phe threshold (left axis). The
gray histogram and fitted dashed red line show the relative efficiency for detection
of nuclear recoils from AmBe data (right axis), relative in the sense that overall
normalization must be determined separately, as explained in the text. Overlaid
are the ER detection efficiency from tritium data (green squares), applied to the
ER background model in the profile likelihood analysis, and the efficiency from full
detector NR simulations treated as real data, in terms of the digitized MC-truth S1
phe (purple triangles), applied to the WIMP signal model. The efficiency calculation
here does not include S1 or S2 area thresholds. Right: WIMP detection efficiency
as a function of nuclear recoil energy for events with a corrected S1 between 2 and
30 phe and an S2 signal greater than 200 phe (black triangles). This efficiency is
used directly in the profile likelihood analysis. In addition, we show the efficiency
for individually detecting an S2 (red squares) or S1 (blue circles) signal, respectively,
without the application of any analysis thresholds. The detection efficiency for single
scatter events (again applying no threshold cuts), shown by the green triangles, clearly
demonstrates the dominant impact of the S1-only efficiency. The cyan dashed line
indicates the threshold in keVnr below which we assume neither light nor charge
response in the context of the WIMP dark matter signal model.
and S2 yields a true-energy 3 keVnr nuclear recoil would produce 2.0 phe S1 on average
(only a mean because of finite energy resolution, and lack of 1:1 correspondence
between energy and S1 [31]). It would also produce over 200 phe S2, so the given S1
and S2 thresholds ensure that no model for “sub-threshold fluctuations” is required
to derive the final limit. Furthermore, the limit calculation conservatively assumed
that NR produces no S1 or S2 below 3 keVnr (true energy, not reconstructed), the
lowest energy point for which empirical data (from angle-tagged neutron-scattering
measurements) existed demonstrating a non-zero yield [27]. Recent results from an
in situ calibration performed utilizing the mono-energetic neutrons of a DD neutron
generator [58] underscore the validity of the LXe signal model assumptions at, and
above, the unphysical 3 keVnr cutoff adopted for the initial LUX WIMP limit. This
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new work also provides signal calibrations below 3 keVnr that may be used to further
extend the sensitivity of LUX.
5 WIMP Search Data and Calibrations
Over the course of April through August 2013, 85.3 live-days of background, WIMP-
search data were taken. Calibrations were performed throughout the run. The mean
background event rate, driven by ER, was measured to be 3.6±0.3 mDRU (counts
per keV-kg-day) in the energy and volume regions of interest, the lowest achieved for
a xenon TPC [20, 21, 22]. An intrinsic background for xenon is krypton, as 85Kr is
a beta emitter; LUX achieved a level of 3.5±1 ppt Kr measured before the start of
the run and in situ [32, 33, 34]. Over the course of data-taking, cosmogenic activity
caused originally by surface operation [16] dropped by 0.5 mDRU in the 118.3±6.5 kg
fiducial mass. The fiducial volume was defined by a radial cut placed at 18 cm and
a cut along the drift field axis: z = 7 − 47 cm included, where z is defined as the
upward distance from the bottom PMT array, with the liquid/gas border at ∼55 cm.
This first LUX result was a non-blind analysis, with events triggered on S2, and
the cuts made to the data were simple. Cuts applied included: detector stability in
pressure, voltage, and liquid level; a single-scatter cut; energy cuts via S1 and S2
cuts; a non-S1, non-S2 area cut for removing single electron pulses (including long
electron trains caused by late-extracted electrons from large S2s, or unassociated with
energy depositions [35, 36, 37]); and the fiducial cuts. The fiducial volume, utilizing
the effect of self-shielding, is defined so as to exclude the high-background regime at
the edges. The dominant background is the PMT radioactivity [38].
The low-energy ER calibration for the region of interest for the background data
was performed using a novel tritium source, which provided a high-statistics, ho-
mogeneous distribution of energy depositions from betas within the TPC (Figure 2,
top left). Tritiated methane was dispersed in situ and subsequently removed by pu-
rification, making it possible to return to low-background running mode. For NR,
AmBe and 252Cf were used for calibration (Figure 2, bottom left). In addition to
low-energy WIMP-like interactions, these sources are known to create “neutron-X”
events, where a neutron multiply scatters, once in the active region and at least once
in an S2-insensitive region, such as below the cathode [20, 22]. Such events result in
one S1, but also only one S2. (The S1 timescale is too short to allow for two distin-
guishable pulses in time from a double scatter, though we have used the hit pattern
of S1 to identify/reject neutron-X events.) The over-large S1 from the multiple en-
ergy depositions causes a significantly lower-than-average log10(S2/S1). A further
asymmetry, in the other direction, is caused by an ER component. Both AmBe and
252Cf sources produce gammas in addition to neutrons. Simulating these complexities
(inapplicable to WIMP scattering), agreement between the neutron data and the full
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neutron simulations is achieved. Therefore, after the simulation program was vetted
against neutron data, separate simulations were run for WIMPs for the limit calcula-
tion, for individual WIMP masses. These were simulations of single scatter NR with
appropriate recoil spectra.
The mean, raw leakage of ER events below the mean in the band of NR events
in log10(S2/S1) versus S1 space (defined by a simulated NR spectrum flat in energy
to represent a generic band) was 0.4±0.1% in the 2–30 phe S1c range (c meaning
position-corrected, as defined earlier); this is a discrimination of 99.6%. This was
defined by looking at all ER events falling below a power law fit to a series of Gaussian
means for the NR band in S1c slices. However, since a PLR (Profile Likelihood Ratio)
approach [39] was used for the limit (which utilized a parameterization of the ER band
directly from the tritium data without a need for first-principles simulation as for the
NR case), instead of the more traditional cut-and-count method, which uses a fixed,
linear border in log10(S2/S1) to define a WIMP search regime, this leakage value was
not used directly in the calculation. We quote it here to illustrate the goodness of
separation between the ER and NR bands using a traditional metric. This result,
of such low leakage, indicates that light collection may be as important as field for
discrimination [20, 23]. Furthermore, a comparison of the raw leakage in terms of
number of events to that derived from Gaussian fits to the ER band indicates that
the ER band is close to Gaussian at a statistical level not previously tested [22].
The S1c analysis range of 2–30 phe is approximately 3–25 keVnr, approximate
only because of energy channeled into S2, and energy resolution. The upper end was
chosen early on, in order to avoid the ∼5 keV of energy deposited by cosmogenic 127Xe
activity. In spite of the low NR scintillation yield assumed, the analysis threshold is
the lowest ever for a xenon TPC [20, 21, 22]. At 2 phe LUX still has ∼80% S1 pulse
finding efficiency and overall efficiency, a figure cross-checked with different data sets
and methods as described earlier. For NR, the conversion to “electron equivalent”
energy or keVee is defined in a field-independent fashion as the energy for which ER
would produce the same total number of quanta (S1 and S2) as the NR in question.
We estimate 3–25 keVnr to be 0.9–5.3 keVee. In the past this conversion was performed
using S1 alone, based on the scintillation of 57Co [20, 21, 22, 27, 40]. That failed to
account for deposited energy expressed as S2, with the change in ratio of S2 to S1
with field causing the energy definition to be electric field dependent. In addition, the
older definition did not account for the energy dependence of ER yield, assuming 57Co
was representative of all ER, long known not to be the case [41], as recently confirmed
again [42]. Using a combined energy scale avoids these issues by looking at the field-
and energy-independent total yield summed over S1 and S2. Field and energy change
the relative distribution of quanta between the two populations. Unlike for NR, where
it is a conversion, for ER keVee is meant to represent the best reconstruction of the
original energy of a recoiling electron stemming from a gamma or beta.
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Figure 2: Left: Calibrations of detector response in the 118 kg fiducial volume. The
ER (tritium, panel a) and NR (AmBe and 252Cf, panel b) calibrations are depicted,
with the means (solid line) and ±1.28σ contours (dashed lines). This choice of band
width (indicating 10% band tails) is for presentation only. Panel a shows fits to
the high statistics tritium data, with fits to simulated NR data shown in panel b,
representing the parameterizations taken forward to the profile likelihood analysis.
The ER plot also shows the NR band mean and vice versa. Gray contours indicate
constant energies using an S1–S2 combined energy scale (same contours on each plot).
The dot-dashed magenta line delineates the approximate location of the minimum S2
cut. Right: LUX WIMP signal region. Events in the 118 kg fiducial volume during
the 85.3 live-day exposure are shown. Lines are as shown on the left, with vertical
dashed cyan lines showing the 2–30 phe range used for the signal estimation analysis.
6 Result: Dark Matter WIMP Limit
The total number of events was only 160 in 85.3 live-days and 118 kg (Figure 2, right).
The distribution of those events is completely consistent with the ER background,
both in log10(S2/S1) as well as in terms of position in the volume. 0.64±0.16 back-
ground events total below the S1c-dependent NR band centroid were expected for the
initial LUX exposure [38], and 1 was observed, very close to that border. However,
this event is not automatically considered a “WIMP candidate” because a binary
decision is not implemented in terms of log10(S2/S1) to determine whether an event
is NR or ER, but rather the PLR assigns a continuous probability as a function of S1,
S2, radius, and z, based on the distributions of the backgrounds in these variables.
This method increases statistical power by not discriminating between interaction
types with a simplistic binary cut. In keeping with the combined-energy philosophy,
after vetting the WIMP Monte Carlo with the empirical NR band, S1 and S2 dis-
tributions were simulated together from the theoretical true recoil energy spectrum
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of each WIMP mass (5.5 to 5000 GeV/c2) and input into the PLR calculation, since
the energy from NR goes into both S1 and S2. The resulting 90% C.L. upper limit
on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon interaction cross-section [43] significantly su-
persedes previous direct detection results [20, 21, 44, 45], with a minimum occurring
at 33 GeV/c2 WIMP mass for a cross-section of 7.6× 10−46 cm2 (Figure 3).
The LUX limit is much lower, especially at low masses, than the results of past
xenon-based experiments, despite the lower NR light yield assumed, because of a
higher S1 light collection efficiency, lower S1 threshold (2 phe, as opposed to 3 or
4 phe), and comparable S2 threshold (∼8 extracted electrons, or ∼12 original) [17,
20, 21, 22]. For the standard isothermal galactic halo model of Maxwellian-distributed
WIMPs and standard astrophysical assumptions, and a generic, non-isospin-violating
interacting WIMP particle [46, 47, 48], LUX is in disagreement with all of the 90–
99% C.L. regions of interest defined by both recent and older experiments that have
observed potential low-mass WIMP events [45, 49, 50, 51]. Lower-mass WIMPs not
only produce lower-energy recoils than at higher masses but also appear lower in the
log10(S2/S1)-S1 plane. Detection of such WIMPs would be due exclusively to upward
fluctuation in S1 (both intrinsic fluctuation as well as statistical light collection) [31],
because even with the high light collection in LUX the expectation value for the S1
from a low enough mass WIMP would be below the 2 phe threshold. This makes
these WIMPs appear further from the ER band, allowing for good low-mass WIMP
sensitivity in xenon even with the falling detection efficiency at low energies of recoil.
A cut-and-count cross-check was performed with the same boundaries in S1c as
for the PLR. Excellent agreement was demonstrated. The 0 and 1 background-event
cases bound the PLR, which lies closer to the zero background one. That is what one
would expect from a PLR analysis, since it takes the likelihood of an event being NR
into account instead of making a rectangular cut. Feldman-Cousins statistics [52] was
utilized, applying an expectation value of 0.64 background events. The limit with the
assumption of 1 background event observed is likely a good upper bound for the PLR
because of the 1 event below the NR centroid near 3 phe.
An improvement of a factor of ∼5 is expected over the present limit for the upcom-
ing 300-day run, which will be a blind one. The improvement factor is greater than
just the ratio of exposures between the second and first runs because of a reduced cos-
mogenic background. All cosmogenically activated isotopes, including 127Xe, which
produces 1 keV ER unavoidably within the WIMP search region, will have completely
decayed away.
7 Conclusions
LUX has the largest exposure of any xenon TPC, as well as the lowest threshold.
A new internal ER calibration source, tritium, was successfully implemented, and
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Figure 3: Left: The LUX 90% confidence limit on the spin-independent elas-
tic WIMP-nucleon cross-section (solid blue line) and 300-day projected sensitivity
(dashed blue), together with the ±1σ variation from repeated trials, where trials
fluctuating below the Poisson limit from a background-free experiment recording zero
counts are forced to 2.3 events (blue shaded). We also show Edelweiss II [53] (dark yel-
low line), CDMS II [44] (green line), ZEPLIN-III [20] (magenta line), CDMSlite [54]
(dark green line), XENON10 S2-only [36] (brown line), SIMPLE [55] (light blue line),
and XENON100 100 live-day [22] (orange line) and 225 live-day [21] (red line) results.
Right (zoom): In addition to the LUX limit, the regions measured from annual modu-
lation in CoGeNT [45] (light red, shaded) are shown, along with exclusion limits from
low threshold re-analysis of CDMS II data [56] (upper green line), 95% allowed re-
gion from CDMS II silicon detectors [51] (green shaded) and centroid (green X), 90%
allowed region from CRESST II [50] (yellow shaded), and DAMA/LIBRA allowed
region [49], as interpreted by [57] (gray shaded).
low-energy NR data agree with Monte Carlo, with the location of the NR band well
predicted in terms of absolute charge and light yields for an electric field not studied
previously. LUX has achieved the most stringent WIMP limit across a wide range of
masses. In spite of assumptions more conservative than have been used in the past
for xenon detectors, but which we have shown to agree well with the LUX data, our
result is in conflict with low-mass WIMP interpretations of signals seen in DAMA,
CoGeNT, CRESST, and CDMS Si. With a 300-day run LUX will probe cross-section
versus mass parameter space previously unexplored by any other direct detection
experiment, with a significantly improved sensitivity compared to this initial result.
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